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Lower Treasury yields have supported equities 

The US economy is in the midst of a recession or mini-depression that will easily be at least twice as 
deep as the Global Financial Crisis.  But equities are down only about 17% from the record highs 
achieved in February.   

Away from some stock-specific stories in large-cap tech, I would say there are three obvious (in hindsight) 
macro explanations of this resilience.  First, analysts and probably many investors expect the recession to 
be brief and followed by a very strong recovery of output and especially earnings.  The bottoms-up 
consensus expects S&P500 operating earnings, for example, to be roughly unchanged between the 
fourth quarter of 2019 and the fourth quarter of 2020, and then to rise by 17% over the following four 
quarters.   

To cite the bottoms-up consensus may seem like a bit of a cheat. There is a bull bias in the bottoms-up 
consensus for forward earnings, which the market presumably discounts — to the extent it pays attention 
to the sell-side consensus at all. (See notes to chart below.)  Separately, the analysts are notoriously slow 
to adjust to macro shocks, because their job is not really macro.  Still,  the bottoms-up fits with a popular 
narrative that there will be a quick resolution to this episode.  I do not think that narrative is correct, but it 
has probably played a role here.  

Second, any comparison with the GFC must take on board that this episode has not originated in the 
financial sector, which is probably a very important mercy, not to be faded at any horizon. In 2008-09, the 
markets imploded because of a huge credit shock, and the economy followed lower.  In this episode, the 
shock arises entirely from outside the financial sector, with the key question being how long the downturn 
can last before it spills into longer-term profit expectations and/or credit.  

Another example of a V, this time in the earnings outlook 
 

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices, Shiller Data, BEA, Bloomberg, FH calculations 
Please note that the conventional operating earnings series is adjusted in two ways. First, it is discounted 10% for all periods to make it comparable to 

GAAP earnings and net out the bull bias in the operating earnings concept, while retaining the reduction of vol delivered by the operating earnings 
concept.  Second, for all periods beyond Q1 it adjusted for the historical bull bias of about 5% a year.  
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The risk of knocks from the real economy to the financial sector is probably underrated, in part because 
those knock-ons are not yet salient.  We don’t usually know what will break before it is in front of us. Still, 
it seems quite relevant that this shock runs from the real economy to the markets. 

Lower Treasury yields and the discount factor 

The third consideration involves the bond market.   Equity prices are probably being supported to some 1

extent by a steep decline in the risk-free component of the discount factor, conventionally modeled as the 
real yield offered by the 10-year Treasury.  Some versions of this story invoke “financial suppression” on 
the grounds that the Fed has quickly returned to ZIRP and is involved in another major round of 
quantitative ease.  That seems misleading.  But it is also too convoluted to untangle here, so I will 
address it in a follow up note.  

Treasury yields have fallen 250 basis points from their level prior to the trade war disruption, with about 
100 basis points of that decline coming in response to the COVID shock itself.  If the true earnings yield is 
roughly 4½%, as my own analysis suggests, then a 1% decline of the discount factor would raise the fair 
price of equities by just over 20% — assuming it was fully exogenous. 

Real yield has fallen a percent during the COVID crisis 
 

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices, Robert Shiller, Bloomberg, BEA, NBER, FH calculations 
Pricing data are monthly with two exceptions. First, I overwrite the monthly S&P500 observation for March 2009 with absolute closing low for that 

month and episode. Second, the April 2020 observations are the Friday close for equities and the 10-year Treasury yield.  

  Some might mention a fourth consideration, which is that the policy response has been so quick.  In the interest of brevity, I would 1

file that under the notion that the recession is expected to be brief.  But there is a timing issue here.  Investors have confronted the 
policy response well ahead of most of that data depicting the recession and ahead of all of the credit events that seem sure to come.
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Even an endogenous decline of Treasury yields can support equities, if the decline is disproportionate to 
the negative driving it.  For example, within the logic of a market DDM, the fair multiple should rise in 
response to a real yield decline that exceeds the deterioration of the medium- to longer-term growth 
prospect.   

It seems fairly obvious to me that this has happened during the past couple decades, not just months.  
And the point is mechanically incorporated into my valuation framework — although through a kludge.   2

That framework has tended to describe equities as cheap during this episode, which is the main reason I 
have tended the view the backdrop as dangerous and confusing (to me), rather than clearly negative.  

Equity premium can move 

The lower panel of chart on page 2 shows a history of my measure of the equity premium going back to 
1950.  Given that the premium is market-implied, rather than estimated based on the presumed 
fundamental drivers of the premium, it can — particularly at short horizons — seem to be inversely 
correlated with the earnings yield.  Mechanically, this will happen when Treasury yields are moving more 
than proportionately with equity prices.  This may leave an impression that the equity premium is just the 
residual, and thus trivial.   

But keep in mind that a market-implied equity premium is meant to be the sum of the fundamental 
premium and a residual that is meant occasionally to generate an investment signal.  For example, during 
the late 1990s, equities were clearly overvalued. And at the depths of the Global Financial Crisis equities 
were expensive, subject to the premise that that that huge shock was itself endogenous the low economic 
vol backdrop (on Minsky / Kindleberger grounds) and not evidence that the moderation had gone away. 

The issue, as I see it, is that the underlying equity premium can move a lot — and should be higher in 
the current environment.  To put this in the language of my valuation framework, it is possible that the 
underlying premium has risen or is about to rise, and that the residual identifying valuation is actually 
depressed.  By construction, neither the underlying nor the residual components are directly measured, 
but that is the risk. 

The equity premium tends to be driven mainly by non-diversifiable risk, which can be roughly proxied with 
various measures of underlying economic volatility or perhaps some fine tuned measure of 
“unemployment” focused on wealth holders.  Those proxies are inherently backward looking, like much 
non-price data, but they nevertheless give a sense into what the drivers are, setting aside the precise 
timing.  Given the market-implied equity premium is not particularly high, it does not seem like there is 
much valuation insulation here.  And keep in mind that my measure, by construction, fully takes on board 
as durable the recent decline of Treasury yields. 

In fairness, there probably was some valuation insulation at the late-March interim lows, below 2300, 
particularly if we had known that the epidemiology was about to turn less dire, not just according to the 
most clever scientists, but as a matter of the consensus.  At 2300 (not shown in the chart), my measure of 
the equity premium was almost 2 ½ standard deviations above its average over the past 26 years, which I 
identify roughly as the current moderation regime.  Within this regime, that premium has been exceeded 
only during the depths of the GFC. 

Those are bygones, but they highlight an issue that remains with us.  We don’t really know that the 
presumed secular backdrop of moderation — and attendant market-friendly fixtures — is guaranteed to 
hold.  My base case is that it does, because the epidemic will eventually either be managed by a vaccine 
or otherwise burn itself out.  And at some point, the political system will presumably figure out a way to 
reverse this ongoing collapse of rule of law.  Containment of the virus and a restoration of the rule of law 
would probably be enough to secure the moderation regime, given that specifically “economic” factors 
seem to favor that outcome.   

 Within that framework, all movements of the 10-year Treasury yield are initially identified as exogenous, because potential growth 2

is measured without reference the Treasury yield and at a lower, monthly, frequency.  Moreover, by construction the measure of 
potential growth evolves slowly.  This is a typical feature of valuation models, and a reason they are seldom a dominant input into 
strategy. 
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But right now, the system is under a lot of stress, so we can’t really be that confident.   Accordingly, I don’t 
view that sun as shining here.  

Meanwhile, the bond  market rally is largely behind us, virtually by definition.  The Fed should soon 
announce some sort of yield curve targeting strategy.  But the yield targets are not going to be so far 
below the current level of yields, if only because of the lower bound on rates, which the Fed for now 
intends to respect.  For real yields to fall much from here would require higher inflation. That is possible, 
as is its opposite.  
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